The Supplementary Materials file presents the comprehensive summarization tables, containing the identified papers tackling the machine learning models that are most suitable to be used with sensor devices in the smart buildings sector, synthetized in the following tables:
• Table S1 . Scientific articles tackling the Support Vector Machines integrated with sensor devices in smart buildings •  Table S2 . Scientific articles tackling the Discriminant Analysis integrated with sensor devices in smart buildings •  Table S3 . Scientific articles tackling the Naïve Bayes integrated with sensor devices in smart buildings •  Table S4 . Scientific articles tackling the Nearest Neighbor integrated with sensor devices in smart buildings •  Table S5 . Scientific articles tackling the Neural Networks for Classification Purposes integrated with sensor devices in smart buildings •  Table S6 . Scientific articles tackling the Decision Trees integrated with sensor devices in smart buildings •  Table S7 . Scientific articles tackling the Ensemble Methods integrated with sensor devices in smart buildings •  Table S8 . Scientific articles tackling the Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) integrated with sensor devices in smart buildings •  Table S9 . Scientific articles tackling the Linear Regression integrated with sensor devices in smart buildings •  Table S10 . Scientific articles tackling the Neural Networks for Regression Purposes integrated with sensor devices in smart buildings •  Table S11 . Scientific articles tackling the Support Vector Regression (SVR) integrated with sensor devices in smart buildings •  Table S12 . Scientific articles tackling the Fuzzy C-Means integrated with sensor devices in smart buildings •  Table S13 . Scientific articles tackling the Hidden Markov Model integrated with sensor devices in smart buildings •  Table S14 . Scientific articles tackling the Hierarchical Clustering integrated with sensor devices in smart buildings •  Table S15 . Scientific articles tackling the K-Means integrated with sensor devices in smart buildings •  Table S16 . Scientific articles tackling the Deep Learning techniques integrated with sensor devices in smart buildings 
